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Address RAMON CLEMENTE S.A. 
Rep Argentina,15 
08320 El Masnou -Barcelona

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
80% of our annual production is dedicated to carrying out projects of exclusive bottles.

We are specialists in understanding the needs of customers and we are able to offer the desired quality quickly. We offer a 360º service since we take
care of the whole process: the design and creation of the mold, the production of the bottle and its decoration.

Manufacturer of bottles for perfumes, flacons, roll-ons, nail varnish, twist-off cap jars

We offer a COMPLETE SERVICE. 
From the design of the bottle and the tools, to the finished product, including all accessories. And FLEXIBILITY in all the process of the development of
project as well as in the production.

Ramón Clemente S.A. develops some 60 exclusive projects for customers. 
We can manufacture 100 million bottles per year. 
Our specialty is to manage the whole project:

Feasibility study of the project presented by the customer (bottle of perfume, jars for cosmetics, roll-ons, small flasks for enamels...)
Technical drawing of the bottle.
Realization of the pilot mould and physical sample.
Production of the glass and management of the finished product (metallized, laquering and decoration).
For our standards, advising on complete projects: complements, accessories and fulfilled packaging.
In other words, Ramón Clemente S.A. can manage all the project from the design and manufacture to the finished product. 
Our organization and way of work allows us to develop a project in a period of 12 weeks. 
 

We produce the bottles in the requisite sizes and deliver the finished product once it has been painted at our La Llagosta (WALTER FRIEDRICH)
location facilities and decorated (glazed and unglazed screen printing, hot stamping, pad printing, depolishing, labelling, lacquering – water base-,
organic printing and keramic printing, etc.) at our Hospitalet (WALTER DEC) location.

A single line of contact dedicated to meeting one major challenge: to make our customer’s idea a reality in record time.
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